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5mod.ru » Игры » Симуляторы » RFS - Real Flight Simulator Copyright © 2020 - 5mod.ru - Копирование материалов ов Строго запрещено Скачать Гости не могут запрашивать обновления! RFS - Real flight simulator - симулятор полетов на самолетах для Андроид. Игрок сможет
попробовать себя в управлении различными воздушными судами, перевозящим пассажиров. Помимо большого выбора самолётов, включающего в себя как большие авиалайнеры и одномоторные летательные аппараты на несколько человек, геймера ожидает большое количество
реально существующих аэропортов, а также реалистичная физическая модель поведения воздушного транспорта и окружающей среды. Также разработчики отлично поработали над управлением, поэтому пользователю доступно большое количество переключателей и других
элементов. Fun games for free Android 4.1 + Version: 2.2.3 $0 Flight Pilot Simulator 3D Free (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - the developers of this game invites you to sit behind the wheel of large and fast aircraft. Fly around the world and enjoy very beautiful sunsets and scenery, buy other air transport
planes and complete the task assigned to you. The game is great relaxes and gives you an amazing feeling that you never felt. Choose your plane and before freedom! Game control is very clear and intuitively simple, and does not force you to get used to or retrained. Updated to version 2.2.3! Ovidiu
Pop Android 5.0 + Version: 3.1.3 $0 Flight Sim 2018 (MOD, Unlimited Money) - continuation of the series of flight simulators. This project has become one of the most realistic representatives of the genre, and this applies not only to physics, day and night, weather changes, but also in the presence of real
planes, airports, cities and even aircraft interiors. The gameplay is presented in the form of performing various missions and tasks. This game gives you the opportunity to test their strength in the management of civil aviation aircraft. Updated to version 3.1.3! For those of you who are interested in air travel
and are curious about how the whole industry works, you are sure to find this amazing mobile game with RORTOS burst to enjoy. It is said that in-depth and realistic elements throughout the game will introduce you to every small aspect from planning steps to operations and ends only if the aircraft
successfully board their targeted destinations. For those of you who are interested in in-depth and addictive RFS gameplay – Real Flight Simulator offers unlimited opportunities to experience the lives of every person who works in the air transport industry. From being a pilot and controlling aircraft with

many options, to being someone who works at an air control station. You can even learn how to fly on the next flights with many options available. Learn more about this amazing game with our full reviews of RFS - Real Flight Simulator.StoryAs you can guess RFS - Real Flight Simulator introduces
android gamers to exciting flight simulation experiences where you have the right to discover the entire process of completing air transport between certain locations. With this in mind, you will have the opportunity to engage in many activities, such as planning your company's next flights, settling
schedules and preparing, performing certain preparations and maintenance on the plane, following all the required procedures, like a real flight, and taking full control of the aircraft when it is off the track. Here you will have to deal with many realistic situations, because your plane travels between
destinations. Start by making sure you're flying in the right direction, keeping good distances with other planes and checking all the indicators. And in some cases, you'll even find yourself dealing with bad weather, unwanted system crashes, and more. So, allowing you to experience amazing flights to the
fullest. Here are all the amazing features that the game has to offer:For starters, Android players in RFS - Real Flight Simulator will find themselves having access to a fully functional airport with realistic in-game elements. It is said that your airports will be equipped with intuitive satellite images that show
all currently operated flights, taxiway for drivers to pick up passengers, arrival and departure zone, where travelers get off and on their planes, and so on. Accurate and realistic 3D buildings will make your entire in-game experience much more enjoyable and enjoyable. Before you get on planes, players
can receive a lot of useful air traffic control notifications to prepare for future flights. These include satellite sites and altitude maps that provide all the important information and data you need about your upcoming flight. To plan with atc so they can set the right departure and arrival times, along with the
right routes for you. In addition, during the flight, you can always keep in touch with ATC through interactive procedures and communication Check and have all the important properly updated by the guys at ATC. Test your ATIS, GROUND TOWER, APROACH and more. To prepare for the next flights,
players in RFS - Real Flight Simulator are free to check their planes and choose many customizations. Start by using an advanced multi-pane system to make changes to plane instruments and gauges. What's more, you can also perform some checks on planes to make sure it works properly. From
testing work pieces and lights to checking controllers in 3D cockpits. It is said that players can have their own hosts on any aircraft, which is absolutely amazing. And while you're on a plane, RFS – Real Flight Simulator will introduce android players to an in-depth control option that gives you full oversight
and maneuverability over your aircraft. Here you can access an advanced multi-panel system that offers full control options on your planes. Feel good to check on many instruments with map, engines, fuel, FMS, altimeter / Anemo and so on. With intuitive indicators, you can also collect information about
air/ground/vertical speed, AGL/ASM height, ETE Next/Dest, Ground/OAT Teamp, Wind and so on. The full data and information will surprise even those who currently work as professional flight operators. In addition, to control your aircraft, Android players are equipped with a variety of control options that
allows you to freely guide planes to the desired routes. Use the main throttle, flaps, chassis, brake, rudder, pushback and spoiler to learn how to operate a commercial aircraft in the most intuitive way. To make the game more interesting, players can also make different adjustments to their aircraft during
the flight. You can adjust your fuel, passengers and total load on the plains, even during the flight, to experiment with some changes in the plane. Or change the weather between completely different conditions, trying to guide it through difficult weather conditions. And if you want, you can also make
changes to the planes to see what exactly happens when there are problems with the engines or system. The game is not only flying and controlling aircraft, but also a great simulator of many situations that can potentially happen during flights. For those of you who are interested, RFS - Real Flight
Simulator is a great opportunity to interact with other players from all over the world as it offers full and detailed online gameplay to enjoy. Here you can take part in real-time flights with at least 40,000 real-time flights every day from around the world. Join the global gameplay by jumping on available realtime flights from various airports around the world. Take control of every operating plane destinations as progress progresses. To make the game more interesting, you can enjoy conversations with other pilots from around the world who also control flights in real time when we speak. It would be a hell of
an experience for any of you who are interested in this type of activity. On top of that, to make it as easy and convenient as possible for Android gamers, RFS – Real Flight Simulator even offers a quick access option that allows you to continue your abandoned business when you reconnect to the game. It
is said, you can easily continue flights and bring customers to their desired goals. And despite all these amazing features, the game still offers free gameplay for Android gamers to enjoy their flight simulation experience at some level. From here, you can easily access the amazing game from the Google
Play Store without having to pay anything. However, since this is a freemium game, you can't expect it all to be completely free and unlocked. Therefore, in-game advertising and shopping are definitely inevitable. For those of you who want to enjoy the full game without paying, you can check out our
modified version of the game instead. With it, you can enjoy flight simulation with ad-free, unlocked subscriptions and lots of interesting mods. Just download RFS - Real Flight Simulator Mod APK on our website, follow the instructions given and get ready for your final flights for free. For those of you who
are interested in Infinite Flight Simulator for its amazing graphics and visual effects, you will not find yourself disappointed with RFS - Real Flight Simulator. That said, the game offers an amazing 3D visual experience that most players will surely find enjoyable. With powerful 3D aircraft models, in-depth
interior design, realistic cockpit views and complete control panels, you'll find yourself in your own aircraft. However, some low-end devices may find it difficult to process the game, resulting in an unsatisfactory experience. Therefore, you can check the graphics settings and make some configurations
depending on your hardware capabilities. To make the game more interesting, Android players in RFS - Real Flight Simulator will also find themselves fully immersed in amazing in-game music and sound. With each flight realistic sound effects will connect you completely to the in-game simulation.
Intuitive engine sounds, realistic environment and professional communication with ATC will make you fully immersed in the game. With in-depth and interesting gameplay, RFS – Real Flight Simulator is without a doubt one of the best flight simulators for Android gamers to enjoy on their mobile devices.
Not only because of the amazing graphics and but also thanks to the level of customizations you can have in the game. And since the game is completely unlocked and free on our website, we see no reason why you should not enjoy it. It.
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